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A Season of (Noun)

B-Season rains had gone and Noun sprung, Ministerial Guidelines for the approaching Noun

had yet to come. The request for RAB to create a Noun for Twigire was nowhere to be seen, but One

Acre Fund remained Verb Past Tense to solve every problem, even the unforeseen.

Doreen ran into Proper Noun , searching throughout; Susan arrived to let us know she'd be able to help out.

Chela jumped over from Proper Noun to come on board, ready to help Verb Base Form the Local

Government team move on-ward.

As our team grew, the Noun Plural did too. Field Operations remained optimistic, printing Noun 

Plural and enrolling Noun in 15 Districts - all the while Government Relations went ballistic.

Across the Noun , our Twigire Muhinzi colleagues kept the Noun on track - from radio to

trainings - they wouldn't let things go back.

As Noun continued, a path forward became clear: we'd recruit Agent Alice to come into steer.

Noun were produced, a thousand copies a day, while commencement of our sought-after partnership

remained at-bay.

As



August loomed, we all began to sweat - we learned Fall Noun Worm would also be a threat. But the

team was committed and did not lose hope - instead it found a million Noun Plural to cope.

Fertilizer Verb Past Tense at the border on time, the Twigire team produced scripts that instructed in

rhymes. As the warehouses were Verb Past Tense all the way to the ceiling, farmers were beginning to get

that oh-so-ready feeling. Champagne remained on the Noun every day - and one day it became clear,

there could be nor further delay.

APTC called and said it was the moment for the partnership's establishment. DG RAB embraced us with a

newfound friendship. The contract was signed, and the MoU signed again - all of a sudden it was clear we all

really were friends.

Farmer Promoters finished Noun lists nationwide, getting ready to begin their Verb Present ends in 

ING in stride. Warehouse managers arrived, ready to review a queue of documents that would surprise even

you.

Noun Plural began to roll as planting guides flowed; we all breathed a sigh of relief as it became clear that

we'd be able to bring the farmer a big wave of cheer. Noun and Noun and Noun too -

everything but a banana beer brew!



Though Noun was late, we still did great. Over 250,000 farmers with inputs, and 14,000 Farmer

Promoters with training. Together as a team, we helped to achieve the dream - big Noun , healthy

Noun , and rich Noun .
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